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Abstract 

The present research is a comparative study on Classical Schools of Alamkara & Rhetoric. 

Both the schools focus on Oratory from east and west respectively. Before oration, visuals or 

dramaturgy was center of discussion and critique. Thinkers later on realized that embellished 

language of speaker/orator/character can add charm (as Bhamaha says Charuta) to the overall 

beauty of drama/ literature as a whole and can lead to aesthetic relish of work of art. 

In Greece and Rome, such need was felt by sophists (those who teach and practice rhetoric) 

but their first aim was persuasion instead of beauty. Hence the focus of language was to use 

such rhetorical devices that help prove the point with logic and win the favor of jury. For ex. 

Isocrates viewed rhetoric as powerful tool for investigating practical problems. Philosophers 

and teachers like Plato and Aristotle gave more clear view and when rhetoric reached to Rome, 

rhetoric was weaved with sublimity. 

Both the schools built platform not only for efficacy of language but also for other ancillary 

issues like classification of literary form, poetic merits and demerits, style and proprietary. 

Present research aims at preparing the common meeting ground for Alamkara and Greek 

Rhetoric and to have a comparative study to illuminate both theories. 

 
The foundation or the base of both theories is same and that is oratory. But the purpose, reason 

for culmination of both theories as well as aim is altogether different. Alamkara theory was 

taken separately after dramaturgy with a view to discuss audible beauty of language that adds 

in aesthetic relish. For that figures of speech along with other ancillary issues were instruments. 

Whereas Rhetoric started with sophists with aim of persuasion. Law and legal procedures were 

raw material rather than poetry. But role of effective figures of speech that can lead persuasion 

in a convincing manner was the first goal and aesthetic relish was not the main concern. Later 

on, when rhetoric took turn to Rome it joined and was discussed in context to sublime relish or 

sublimity. 

Rhetoric flourished in three branches whereas Alankaras flourished as a separate branch of 

figures of same roots of Indian poetics roots. Rhetoric discussed two categories of figures of 

speech: figures of words and figures of meaning. Similarly, Alamkara also had the same two 

categories; ShabdaAlankara and Artha Alamkara. But the credit of adding the third category 

UbhayaAlamkara purely goes to Alamkara School as rhetoric doesn’t discuss such concept. 



Though both schools discuss style and poetics merits demerits, proprietary in orbit of oratory 

where the main concern is audible beauty of language. Thus the research tends to find common 

and uncommon in both schools where both schools look like twins but both have different minds 

and capacity. 

In present time, the research can help study and establish strong communication theories where 

figurative language can still play a vital role. Aim might be of persuasion or to enjoy poetic 

charm for aesthetic relish, but its woven factors with prose and poetry can still can help to 

establish impactful communication. Studies on new rhetoric as well as modern use of Alamkara 

can bring fresh topic in literary criticism and might again lead towards germination of new 

theories to come. As John Keats says in Ode on a Grecian Urn, “Heard melodies are sweet, but 

those unheard are sweeter.” 
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